
 

AUTOMATIC GATES WHY GRANITE SETS? 

 

Why should I consider having granite sets? Granite sets, or similar, are not as relevant 

to every system but can be very beneficial indeed. 

 

 
 

What do you mean by beneficial? Granite sets across the opening have many uses but 

three of which are very important to many customers and users alike. 

 

   
 

Often built into the drive surface in rows of one, two or more (subject to size of sets used, 

support structure and surface type etc.) they can be arranged to provide solutions to 

unobvious problems or unsightly ground levels. 

 

1st They can be arranged to form a low speed deterrent and as so slow or calm traffic 

down as it travels through the entrance. Slower approaching traffic allows the safety 



devices to function more affectively and creates a more suitable and safer system 

improving functionality/performance. 

 

      
 

2nd They can be used to improve the under-gate gaps and operational working tolerances 

required of the system. This has even move benefit during snow or similar conditions as 

it may allow the gate more clearance during operation (a real advantage with gravel or 

other lose drive surfaces) 

 

 
 

3rd They are a great demarcation point between the inside and outside of the gate 

opening. This is often used by customers re-surfacing their drives and wishing to either 

carry the job out in stages, or use different materials inside from out. 

 

Other advantages are such as, levelling across drive variations, hiding duct/cable routes 

or simply insuring a stable base at the gate position. They can also look good! 

 

Also they can be used for edging drives or marking out, for cosmetic or functionality 

reasons. Stop lines and lane division are other common uses. 

 

Every day systems are made safer by the addition of granite sets cross the entrance! 
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